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With the rapid development of Web and Internet, enlarged network scale 
and increased information explosively, deepen information requirement 
and the sub-user demand will become the future development trend. How to 
solve information over loading; a kind of user’s behavior (namely 
sociality network behavior) exist relation and rules specifically, how 
to discover relation and rules. It is worth providing information of one’s 
interest based on user’s different background of the civilization, 
education and clime. So it’s expected to provide the function of data 
analysis even with more high administrative levels, which can change 
processing data into useful information and knowledge automatically and 
intelligently. Data mining and knowledge discovery in database (KDD) get 
rapid development for their cater to this demand. 
Association rule mining is an important branch of the data mining. 
Since association rule mining was proposed by Agrawal and other scholars, 
it has been conducted a lot of research and many researchers put a lot 
of efficient algorithms in data mining. 
Based on the existing mining association rules, the following work 
is done: 
1. The background knowledge of data mining and association rules 
mining is introduced briefly; State the typical algorithm of association 
rules mining --Apriori algorithm; and discuss the basic idea and the 
implementation of several frequent item-set optimize methods. 
2. The improved algorithm for mining association rules. This paper 
presents a fast AprioriTid（AprioriTid_Hash） , which is based on the hash 
algorithm, enhanced the efficiency of the algorithm using candidate set 
kL  address-mapping approach. Comparing with the performance of 
AprioriTid algorithm, the experiments show that the method is effective. 
3. Combining association rules technique with sociality network 
behavior, analyse the social network behavior of users to listen to songs 
on line with a platform to share music and describe the achievement in 
details of the model Music Miner. From the perspective of data mining, 
the raw data is pretreated and data warehouse is connected to data mining. 
Applying association rules AprioriTid algorithm, a lot of network 
behavior data is mined and some useful association rules are generalize. 
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。1988 年，英国登山家Joe Simpson 写了一本名
叫《触摸巅峰》（该书讲述了在秘鲁安第斯山脉发生的一次与死神擦肩而过的登
山事故。）这本书颇受好评， 但不太畅销， 并很快就被人们淡忘了。可是十年
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间的共性给用户提供更多的相关信息资源，让用户能获得更多的有益的信息来
源，具有现实意义。 
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